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3-LayerFunctional and innovative all-in-one solutions consisting of 3 layers.								

	

[image: Modul EVO]
Modul EVORobust all-rounder for all weathers. Combination of 3-layer outer module and summer module.								

	

[image: MODUL ACTIVE]
MODUL ACTIVEMaximum flexibility and comfort thanks to the combination of laminate and summer module								

	

[image: MODUL VISION]
MODUL VISIONFunktionalität und Fahrspaß mit Preisvorteil, ohne Verzicht auf Qualität und Sicherheit.								
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SUMMERThe best way to enjoy summer on your motorcycle!								
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FUNCTIONAL UNDERWEARGreater breathability and optimum moisture transport.								
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ACCESSOIRESSTADLER quality down to the tiniest detail.								
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GlovesMore grip. More comfort. More safety.								
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HistoryStadler has stood for top quality and functionality in the manufacture of motorcycle clothing for more than 50 years.
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Custom ServiceWhether it's the individual design of your motorcycle combination or a perfectly fitting, tailor-made product. You'll find it here!								

	

WarrantyHere you will find all the information on our 10-year manufacturer's warranty on workmanship.								
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Page not found (404)		


We are sorry, but the page you requested is not (no longer) available at this address.
The site is new, so this can unfortunately happen from time to time. But we capture this error and take care of it.

The easiest way to find the content you want is via the main navigation above.

Thank you for your patience!
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	Stadler GmbH
	Am Gewerbepark 7
	94501 Aidenbach
	Deutschland
	Phone +49 8543 96200
	info@stadler-bekleidung.de
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